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Jebbie: Vamp to Victim--the Truth about Miss Pifer Â is the story of the author's aunt, Jessie Beverly

Pifer, who was completely the product of Curwensville, Pennsylvania, where she was born, grew up

with her parents and four sisters, attended the local schools, became a legendary teacher in the

community, served her church as a deacon, became active in the DAR, and then spent her final

days. She lived, laughed, and loved in Curwensville, remaining true to herself through every phase

of her life. She was dashing, independent, and ever fashionable. Jessie revealed many personas,

but all reflect the identity for which she is best remembered--as the beautiful, stylish, and vibrant

"Jebbie," belle of the Class of 1924. She viewed herself as urbane, yet remained a small town girl

whose beginnings are traced to the 18th century, when her forebears arrived in the new country,

and are rooted in the 19th Century, particularly the period immediately following the Civil War. Â 

The book follows Jessie throughout her life, providing a keen and personal perspective of the 20th

Century. The culture of each decade is used to provide a personal sense of the times in which

Jessie Pifer lived and by which she was shaped. First as a teacher in one-room country schools and

then as a third grade teacher, Miss Pifer was described by a former student (Mary Catherine

Milligan King) as "a marvelous breath of fresh air ... I can still recall thinking how beautiful she was

and always so positive. I remember how she entered the room each day, greeting us every morning

as if we were the joy of her life." Others refer to her as "the wonderful Jessie Pifer, delightful and

entertaining," and noting "what an impact she made on so many lives and what a loving person she

was."Â  The reader is drawn into this family as they become products of the era and then are caught

in a web of deceit, making the tragedy, when it occurs, all the more real and unforgiving. Â 

Everything in the biography is verifiable. Fifteen years in the research and writing, Jebbie has been

edited from a manuscript twice its length and is an alert to others that even the most public

members of a community can be robbed of their resources, independence, and dignity.
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JEBBIE is a compelling and powerful page-turner. Meticulously documented, and seamlessly

interspersed with historical information about the times in which Jebbie lived, this book is a

must-read for all of us with elderly loved ones. It is a testament to author Witmer's dedication and

courage that she is willing to share the unvarnished story of what happened to her aunt, lest the

unthinkable happens in our families as well. A fast-read guaranteed to cause your jaw to drop in

disbelief, JEBBIE is five-star stunner from cover to cover.

"Jebbie" Vamp to Victim is a story that should be read by everyone who does not currently have a

Will. The author writes a Social History which intertwines the veracity of Jessie's love of life, the

back drop of national issues as well as a walk down the streets of small town Curwensville. I

attended Church with Mrs. Mohney and she was consistently a vibrant eccentric happy lady; to think

that anyone, let alone a relative, would take such advantage of her (and I've read the entire book at

this point twice) is beyond despicable and sociopathic. I hope that the AARP Magazine will consider

publishing excerpts in an issue to show seniors, what can happen if you are not prepared and

aligned with trusted individuals. A verifiable book which keeps you wanting to turn the page. Jebbie:

Vamp to Victim

This book will allow the reader to understand how elder abuse can sneak into a family before

anyone realizes it is happening. Having dealt with some of this in my own family, I sympathize with

Jebbie and her loved ones who wonder how this could have happened and carry guilt because it

did. The writer draws you into her family and makes it impossible to put the book down until you

discover the outcome of the situation. A wonderful tribute to a woman who was much loved and

cared so much for others.

The book was purchased and received without a dustcover like in the picture. We contacted the

publisher and author of the book independently and were informed it was to be sold with the



dustcover. The publisher then forwarded us a dustcover.
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